sometimes seems as if NSC biology has proceeded apace and apart, if not willfully ignorant, at least passively neglecting to integrate these discoveries into its perspective on neural development. And to some extent, the converse is also true. In part, the increasing diver- . The confirmaconceptually irrelevant to understanding pattern formation that adult neurogenesis can occur-at least in some tion in the developing nervous system? areas-has fueled the hope that mobilization of such The perspective of this review is that there are indeed endogenous NSCs might provide an alternative therapy opportunities for a better integration of the two fields. for brain diseases (not to mention a way of making us all To provide grist for this process, the first part of this smarter), although many obstacles remain (Rakic, 1998).
potential that is broader than the cell types they normally The precise magnitude of adult neurogenesis remains generate in any given brain region. While such demondifficult to calculate, due to uncertainties in labeling effistrations do not yet prove that NSCs can generate all ciency. It can be estimated that the addition of new of the cell types of the mature CNS, they are at least neurons to the dentate gyrus contributes about 3.3% of consistent with the idea of a generic stem cell for the the total granule cell population ‫000,072ف(‬ neurons) per brain. ). ability to generate nonneural derivatives, these imporStrikingly, although many of the GFAP-GFP-isolated ratant questions will remain unanswered. dial glia generated neurons in culture, and many gener-
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Direct Transplantation of Neural Progenitors ated astrocytes, few if any generated clones with both Reveals Apparent Regional Restrictions cell types (Malatesta et al., 2000). Without applying inin Developmental Potential
structive signals for astrocyte differentiation, however, In contrast to the broad potentials revealed by transit is not possible to distinguish whether the neurogenic plantation of cultured NSCs, transplantation of unculradial glia were committed to a neuronal fate or rather tured neural progenitors has suggested that they are were multipotent stem cells that could not make the transimore restricted in the subtypes of neurons they can generate. For example, when SVZ progenitors, which tion from neurogenesis to gliogenesis under the ambient mechanisms that control embryonic neural develop-A second challenge posed by neuroembryology is the ment. In these ways, the stem cell biological approach recognition that the differentiation of particular neuronal seems likely to continue to enrich our understanding of and glial subtypes in vivo occurs within a highly orgabasic neural development, while simultaneously providnized three-dimensional matrix of graded positional siging exciting new avenues to the treatment of injury and nals, which may be lost or difficult to reconstitute in illness. dissociated NSC cultures. More integration between neural stem cell biology and neuroembryology will be 
